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Abstract
Turbulent jet large eddy simulations (LES) are performed at Mach 0.9 and Reynolds number
around 106. Implicit large-eddy simulation (ILES) is employed, namely omitting explicit subgrid
scale models. The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) solution is blended into the near
wall region. This makes an overall hybrid LES-RANS approach. A Hamilton-Jacobi equation is
applied to remove the disparate turbulence length scales implied by hybridization. Computations
are contrasted for a baseline axisymmetric (round) nozzle and a serrated (or chevron) nozzle with
high bending and penetration. Jet characteristics for both nozzles are studied in detail with well
documented experimental data compared. The chevron effects are demonstrated by comparing
both solutions using the same mesh resolution and flow conditions. Higher order velocity moments
with potential for aeroacoustic modeling and noise prediction, such as the two-point velocity spatial
correlations, are also explored. Numerical simulations presented in this study utilize an in-house
flow solver with improved parallel scalability and efficiency by means of data packeting and a
scheduling algorithm similar to the Round Robin scheduling.
Keywords: Large eddy simulation, turbulent jet, serrated nozzle, message passing interface,
scheduling
1. Introduction
Jet dynamics has long been a key topic in fluid dynamics due to its high theoretic importance
in understanding turbulence, but also because of the impact on understanding and controlling jet
noise. The axisymmetric jet (or round jet) represents a benchmark for research into the physics of
fluid flow. This is evidenced by the volumes of classical publications involving experimental data,
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mathematical analysis, and computational modeling [17, 10, 30, 20]. In aeroacoustics, jet noise
is the subject that focuses on the noise generation caused by high-velocity jets and the turbulent
eddies formed by shearing flow. While the fundamental physics of turbulence remains an undis-
putedly challenging topic, the latter jet noise however has much closer relation with industrial
applications. Jet noise has been widely studied since the 1950s when Lighthill [14, 15] first postu-
lated an acoustic analogy which was originally aimed to separate the generation and prorogation
of sound through mathematical manipulation of the Navier-Stokes equations. Since then, most
modeling work has mainly been analytical until recent advances in computational aeroacoustics
(see for example Bodony and Lele’s review [2]).
Noise reduction nozzles are of great interest to the aerospace industry, such as the serrated (or
chevron) nozzles [3]. Their potential is promising - as a matter of fact some designs are already
in service [1]. As shown in the experiments by Saiyed et al. [22, 23], serration modification to the
round nozzle can bring as much as 3 dB reduction in peak noise during take-off with less than 0.5%
thrust loss during cruise. For high frequencies and large angles to the jet, the use of chevrons may
also lead to about to 2 dB noise increase. This naturally leads to the nozzle design optimistion
problem in which eddy resolving numerical simulations and acoustic modeling techniques for jet
noise prediction potentially play an important role.
The desire to more reliably predict the noise reduction available to individual jet nozzle design
concepts has led to the introduction of large-eddy simulation (LES) techniques to jet noise problems,
of course thanks to the enormous advances in computer power over the last 2 to 3 decades. The
noise radiated from jet exhaust (historically termed “jet noise”) has received significant attention.
For example, Xia et al. [38, 37] recently made attempts to predict far-field noise radiated from
chevron nozzles, Uzun and Hussuni [34] showed high frequency spectra of a chevron jet, while
Shur et al. [25, 24] explored a generic approach for emulating complex nozzle jets. In order
to understand noise generation (reduction) mechanisms and to potentially improve prediction, the
turbulent characteristics of the jet flow, especially for complex nozzle geometry, need to be explored
in contrast to a baseline axisymmetric nozzle.
In this study, turbulent characteristics for a round and serrated nozzle from the experimental
study by Bridges and Brown [3] are compared by means of numerical simulation (geometry shown
in Figure 1). The aim is to assess the sensibility of the numerical methods and the flow solver due
to the alteration of nozzle geometry . This assessment is of particular interest if they are to be used
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(a) Baseline (b) Serrated
Figure 1: Nozzle geometry by NASA Glenn for: (a) the baseline round nozzle SMC000; and (b) the serrated nozzle
SMC006.
for more design oriented tasks in the future. The paper is organized as follows. First, §2 Numerical
Methods gives a brief description of the governing equations, discretization schemes, and LES-
RANS hybridization. In §3 Results and Discussion, the simulation setup and flow conditions are
briefly given. Results are further discussed and compared for the axisymmetric and serrated nozzle,
respectively, where jet characteristics are explored by presenting centerline velocities/Reynolds
normal stress u′rms, velocity second moment radial profiles, and two-point velocity correlations.
The instantaneous growth of the shear layer is also compared between two nozzles. Finally, in §4
we discuss the potential advantages of a user-level Round Robin type scheduling (rather than the
network scheduling at the MPI level) for communications among different mesh partitions.
2. Numerical methods
The Favre-average/filtered compressible Navier-Stokes equations for ideal gases are solved with
a finite volume in-house solver. When an adverse pressure gradient is present at the nozzle wall
boundary, a laminar type boundary velocity profile is prone to separate non-physically, dramatically
altering the subsequent downstream jet development. Naturally, unless fully resolved, the boundary
layer needs some kind of treatment, where RANS seems highly suitable among many other options.
More importantly a proper turbulent boundary layer mean velocity profile is crucial to jet shear
layer development downstream. The hybrid LES-RANS approach [32, 31] with a Hamilton-Jacobi
equation blending the RANS and LES zones has recently been successfully applied by the author
and coworkers to chevron jets [38], and is adopted in the present study. In the near wall regions
the Spalart-Allmaras RANS model [27] is applied. The wall distance is efficiently computed using
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a level set type approach by Tucker [31] and by Xia and Tucker [36]. Based on the modified
wall distance d˜, the RANS and LES regions are defined and blended by a Hamilton-Jacobi type
equation: √√√√(∂d˜
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where f(d˜) = ǫ0d˜, g(d˜) = ǫ1(d˜/dc)
2. dc is the RANS cut-off distance corresponding to non-
dimensional wall unit y+ ≈ 60. Notice the above equation is solved as an auxiliary equation to the
main flow equations, which is intrinsically parallel and reduces the cost of a crude search for the
nearest wall distance. This formula essentially leads to d˜ = 0 on the wall and in the off wall LES
region, where the production of eddy viscosity is therefore also zero, as no explicit subgrid scale
modeling is used. The smooth transition of the eddy viscosity field between the RANS and implicit
LES zones seems more reasonable and helps maintain good numerical stability. Also, as outlined
in [33], smoother fields give potentially improved RANS model behavior around singularities and
convex corners.
For the inviscid flux at a control volume common face, the MUSCL reconstruction [35] with a
modified Roe’s scheme [21] is used to limit the excessive amount of dissipation due to upwinding:
F =
1
2
(FL + FR)− ǫ
1
2
(QR −QL) (2)
where Q and F are the conservative and flux vectors respectively, and the smoothly varying pa-
rameter 0.1 < ǫ < 1 is defined according to Xia et al. [38]. Similar techniques have also been
successfully explored by Bui [6], Mary and Sagaut [16] and Ciardi et al. [7].
For time advancing, the dual-time scheme is employed with the outer physical time discretized
with a three-level backward Euler scheme leading to second-order temporal accuracy. The inner
pseudo time is advanced using a three-stage low storage Runge-Kutta scheme. The implicit outer
time discretization also means relatively larger physical time steps are allowed, free from limitations
due to locally small grid elements.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Computational overview
The cold jet flow conditions (Test Point 7 of Tanna [29]) are specified. These conditions are
widely used in jet dynamics and noise experiments with an acoustic Mach number at the jet
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exit Maac = Uj/a∞ = 0.9 and a temperature ratio Tj/T∞ = 0.84. The ambient conditions are
p∞ = 0.97 × 10
5 Pa and T∞ = 280.2 K. Reynolds number is around 10
6 based on the nozzle exit
diameter D and jet exit velocity Uj .
The axisymmetric nozzle SMC000 has a 2-inch exit diameter while the serrated SMC006, al-
though deviated from SMC000, has a slightly reduced effective jet diameter due to the inward
bending of the chevrons. SMC006 is serrated equally in the circumferential direction with six
chevron tips and six notches with each chevron corresponding to a π/3 sector, and is placed in a
position so that planes z = 0, y = 0 cut right through a pair of tips and notches, respectively.
Solutions are obtained on grids ranging from 7 to 20 million grid points. A singularity treatment
is needed for the jet centerline thus avoiding clustering polar points or polar lines. Previous studies
show that for SMC006 the flow appears to be strongly non-parallel with high values of mean radial
velocity in the near nozzle region. The finner grid features doubled azimuthal grid points (240
in total) and faster radial spreading, with lip line radius doubled from x = 0 to 1.5D, followed
by a slower spreading - this apparently is in accord with the jet shear layer growth. The LES
domain comprises non-reflective BCs in the far-field and “sponge” zones with ramped numerical
dissipation towards the downstream boundary. The wall units near the nozzle exit boundary are
controlled such that ∆r+ ≈ 2.5, ∆x+ ≤ 300 and ∆(rθ)+ ≤ 30. Physical time step is set to be one
thousandth flow through time, 10−3D/Uj . In practice, to reach a well developed jet 100 ∼ 200
thousand physical time steps are normally needed and another 100 ∼ 300 thousand are further
advanced to obtain turbulent statistics. For higher order moments, such as the two-point spatial-
time cross correlations, 300 thousand steps are found to be required. Details of the running cases
are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Numerical simulation case summary.
Case ID Nozzle Serrations Grid points Run time: ×D/Uj CPU cores × hours
R007M SMC000 n/a 6,450,227 (200 + 300) 72× 1300
R020M SMC000 n/a 20,792,017 (200 + 200) 512× 550
S620M SMC006 6 20,792,017 (200 + 200) 512× 550
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3.2. Axisymmetric
Axisymmetric jet has been extensively studied experimentally, analytically and numerically in
the last 50 years. There is a host of literature available on the experiments which can be used
to validate our numerical simulations. For instance, Moore [18] measured subsonic turbulent jets
under the influence of instability waves and their effects on jet exhaust noise generation, Lau et al.
[13] measured the dynamics of both subsonic and supersonic free jets, Panchapakesan and Lumley
[19] studied the second and third velocity moments of a turbulent round air jet, Hussein et al.
[11] measured high Reynolds number jets to assess their momentum-conserving and self-similarity
features, and Arakeri et al. [9] discovered the use of micro transverse jets can have effects on noise
reduction of the main jet. The list could go on, and the resent report of Bridges and Wernet [5]
summaries a series of NASA jet experiments. It is fair to say these aforementioned experiments
are sufficient to provide validation databases for numerical simulations.
Mean velocity and Reynolds normal stress on the centerline are shown in Figure 2. Fig-
ure 2a compares the decaying centerline mean axial velocity. Symbols are measurement data from
Refs. [18, 13, 9, 5]. Results from two numerical simulations, R007M and R020M, are also presented
with the former on a grid with 7M nodes and the latter 20M nodes. The length of potential core
varies slightly from R007M (∼ 5.5D) to R020M (∼ 6.5D). Similarly, different measurements also
show this difference with Moore’s potential core length being the shortest. Overall, the agreement
between numerical predictions and experiments are encouraging, especially in the “1/x” decaying
range.
Figure 2b plots the inverse of Figure 2a. Experiments on high-Reynolds-number fully developed
jets have shown that the centerline mean velocity, Uc, decays as
Uc
Uj
= Bu
(
D
x− x0
)
(3)
where x0 is the axial coordinate of the virtual origin of the jet and the constant Bu is approximately
5.8 for the experiments of Hussein et al. [11]. Without any adjustment of the potential core length,
our predictions show a virtual origin of x0 = 0.73D and 0.24D for R007M and R020M, respectively.
The corresponding Bu values are 6.6 and 7.9. These are highlighted by the doted and dash dot
straight lines in Figure 2b. Because the inverse, Uj/Uc, is a straight line in the decaying range,
many choose to plot the inverse to highlight the slope Bu and the virtual origin x0 (the intersection
with x-axis).
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Figure 2: Centerline characteristics of the baseline round jet SMC000, present predictions compared with measure-
ments [18, 13, 9, 5].
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The normal Reynolds stress component u′u′ is shown in Figure 2c, which is more conveniently
expressed as u′rms/Uj . Like the mean velocity, the normal stress peaks earlier and higher for the
coarser grid solution. However, that is within the range of the measurement difference. More im-
portantly, the growth and decay of the Reynolds stress are in good agreement with the experiments.
The laser velocimetery (LDV) measurement of Lau et al. [13] peaks considerably higher (about
20%) than other particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements and the numerical prediction.
These unusually higher peak values due to the underlying experimental techniques were addressed
at some length by Lau et al. [13] and Arakeri et al. [9].
Concerning Reynolds stresses, we now discuss the apparent self-similar behavior of jet dynamics
and compare to measurement data in Figure 3. Favorable agreement is obtained for all three second
moments of velocity when x ≥ 15D. The simulation data collapses reasonably to a single curve
for various x-locations, and their match with the air jet data of Panchapakesan and Lumley [19]
is encouraging, except for normal stresses 〈u′u′〉 and 〈v′v′〉 when r → 0. Shear stress data agrees
particularly well across the jet shear layer for the given x-locations. Notice 〈· · · 〉 is used for the
ensemble average, a combination of time- and spatial-average, which is different from the centerline
quantities where only the time-average (denated by · · ·) is possible.
The two-point velocity spatial transverse correlations without any time delay defined as
R11(∆y) =
u′(x, y, z, t) u′(x, y +∆y, z, t)
u′(x, y, z, t) u′(x, y, z, t)
(4)
are shown in Figure 4 for base location: x = 16D, y = 0 and z = 0. The transverse offset ∆y
varies between −2.5D and 2.5D. Both correlations agree favorably, decay rapidly away from the
center and reach below zero at ∆y ≈ ±0.6D indicating the jet is fully turbulent.
3.3. Serrated
Ensemble averaging is applied to obtain mean quantities. Since the SMC006 nozzle itself
is azimuthally periodic (every π/3), periodic average in the azimuthal direction can be further
applied. Figure 5a compares the centerline mean axial velocity decay for LES R020M and LES
S620M against the NASA SHJAR measurement data [5, 3, 38], where the differences of numerical
predictions and measurements are shown to be within 1-2%.
For the centerline normal Reynolds stress u′rms, the simulations are, on average, within 5%
of the measurements, but also experiencing some oscillation near the nozzle (x < 2D) and in
the downstream (x > 15D). For the baseline round jet, the end of potential core is normally
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Figure 3: Second moments of velocity across the jet shear layer at axial locations: x = 18, 25, 30 (lines) and
measurements (symbol) [19].
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Figure 4: Two-point velocity spatial correlation R11 at x/D = 16, y = 0. · · · ·, measurement [4]; ——, prediction.
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Figure 5: Centerline characteristics of the serrated jet SMC006 and the baseline round jet compared to measurements
[3, 5].
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around x = 6.5D. This can often be verified by the location where the centerline velocity starts
to decay and the Reynolds stress peaks. For the serrated SMC006 nozzle, the potential core is
notably shortened, ∼ 3.5D, which is considerably shorter than that of SMC000. This again can be
interpreted as the result of the enhanced mixing dispersing the momentum of the core jet stream
caused by the much increased radial velocity near the exit. The indication is that the flow past
tips tends to go inward whereas the flow through the notches outward creating extra streamwise
vorticity, hence more mixing.
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Bridges, tip
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LES S620M, tip
LES S620M, notch
Figure 6: Comparison of the jet spreading rate depicted by the half-velocity jet width. Lines, LES S620M prediction;
Symbols, measurements [3, 38].
Figure 6 shows that linear growth of the half-velocity jet width r0.5. The half-velocity jet
width reveals the geometric development of the jet shear layer. It is defined as the distance
measured between the centerline and a point in the shear layer where the local mean velocity
is equal to half of the local centerline or maximum mean velocity, namely 〈u (r0.5)〉 = 0.5Uc.
Encouraging agreement between the present LES and the measurement is obtained. One can only
distinguish the tip profile and notch profile for 0 < x/D < 6. Strong serration effect takes place
within the first 5 jet diameters. Towards the end of potential core and further downstream, the
jet tends to be statistically axisymmetric. This linear behavior in the downstream can be even
quantified by plotting the auxiliary dash line (also shown in Figure 6), where a linear fit yields
r0.5 = 0.11x − 0.0072. This is close to the “universal” round jet spreading rate as described by
Davidson [8].
As discussed previously, two-point correlation without time delay plays a role in indicating
turbulence length scale and the flow generally being laminar or turbulent. Now we further show
11
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Figure 7: Two-point velocity longitudinal correlations with spatial separation ∆x and time delay τD/Uj ×10
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LES S620M; – – –, envelop curve (corresponding to the auto-correlation).
the two-point velocity correlations with both spatial separation and time delay, which particularly
has importance for jet noise modeling such as the well-known Tam & Auriault model [28]. Figure 7
shows the spatially separated and temporally delayed longitudinal R11 for SMC006:
R11(∆x, τ) =
u′(x, y, z, t) u′(x+∆x, y, z, t+ τ)
u′(x, y, z, t) u′(x, y, z, t)
(5)
This also helps understand differences in integral scales and eddy convection speed. The reference
probing point is fixed at x = 2D and y = 0.5D and on a “tip-cut” plane (e.g. z = 0). All
correlations are normalized by the auto-correlation of each signal at zero time delay. Notice that
the envelope curve of the R11 for different ∆x is indeed the auto-correlation at the base point and
R11 distributions exhibit a typical Gaussian profile.
In Figure 8 we further show the comparison of the shear layer development for SMC000 and
SMC006. Depicted by instantaneous vorticity contours, the z = 0 cut plane is shown for both
R020M and S620M (a pair of notches in this case). The dimensional vorticity magnitude |Ω| =
|∇ × v| is ranging from 2,000 through 150,000 (or 0.85 to 25 in non-dimensional values). It is
evident that the core of the shear layer has a much different development patten. The serrated
case presents a much thicker (almost doubling the axisymmetric case) layer up to the end of the
potential core and the initial flow direction is almost 30 degree outward, whereas in the round jet
case the shear layer has a streamwise change dominant nature.
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Figure 8: Shear layer growth depicted by instantaneous vorticity contours, both plots on the x−z cut plane at y = 0:
(a) baseline round; (b) serrated (cut plane through a pair of notches).
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4. Improved scalability with user-level scheduling
The parallelism of the in-house code used in this study is based on the use of the graph
partitioning algorithm (METIS) outlined in LaSalle and Karypis [12]. The aim is to achieve
minimum communication between different partitions as well as load balance. The parallelism is
implemented using Message Passing Interface (MPI). Due to the limited capacity of the interconnect
between different computing nodes in a typical HPC cluster, scheduling the message passing at
user-level becomes important. MPI has its own low-level non-blocking mechanism to sequence
these messages at the API-level. However, excessive non-blocking calls can eventually exhaust the
buffer memory of the MPI layer. In our experience, this is found to be the case for relatively large
cases.
(a) Graph (b) Connectivity matrix
Figure 9: A 7-partition grid with inter-partition communication shown in the graph and connectivity matrix.
A simplified example can be used to demonstrate the potential benefit of a user-level scheduling.
Figure 9a shows a 7-partition grid, where data communication between different partitions is
presented in the graph. The corresponding connectivity is also shown in the table of Figure 9b.
Because data exchange between any two partitions is symmetric (or non-directional since the same
amount of information goes both ways), there are total 11 conversations (message passings). We
only need to count the filled circles in Figure 9. The open circles are the transpose of the filled
ones. We further assume the following two conditions are generally satisfied:
C1: Data exchange size between any two partitions is assumed to equal among all partitions.
C2: No partition appears more than once during the same round.
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Although the METIS algorithm of LaSalle and Karypis does not guarantee equal communica-
tion among all partitions, it produces in general reasonably similar sizes of partition facets between
partitions while maintaining load balance and minimum overall communication. Therefore, assum-
ing C1 is accepted as a first step and is only discussed in this study. Taking into account non-equal
communication would lead to the use of weighted graphs which will be addressed in the future work.
Evidently, better parallel scalability/efficiency strongly depends on the total number of commu-
nication rounds. The fewer total rounds the better. Hence, C2 is naturally satisfied, otherwise
multiple appearances of the same partition in one round would cause significant waiting time for
this partition and effectively all other partitions as well.
Figure 10: A sequential scheduling of five rounds of communication (left) versus the optimal scheduling of four
rounds (right).
Figure 10 presents two different schedulings for the example case. On the left is a sequential one,
which is obtained by sequentially walking through each row of the connectivity matrix (only upper
triangle) in Figure 9b. The construction of a sequential round table is outlined in Alogrithm 1.
It can be easily noticed that the sequential scheduling in this case is not optimal, especially both
R4 and R5 involving only Partition-7. An optimal scheduling can be achieved by simply swapping
communication 5-6 and 5-7 and subsequently moving 5-6 to R4. This results in a total number of
4 rounds as opposed to the sequential 5 rounds giving 25% improvement in overall communication
speed.
For small size problems, an exhaustive list of round tables can be constructed in order to find
the optimal scheduling. To some extent, this is similar to the so-called Round Robin scheduling [26]
procedure to determine a sequence that ensures the total number of non-overlapping communication
rounds is at its minimum, resembling seeking minimum rounds of matches, say, in a football
tournament.
For larger size problems (virtually any practical problems with total communications exceeding
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Initialization(connectivity matrix);
while any active elements do
if any active rows then
Select the next active row; // sequentially looping
Add next active element to current round; // sequential too
Deactivate added element and current row;
else
Increase to next round;
Activate any rows with active elements;
end
end
Algorithm 1: Construction of a sequential round table
Initialization(connectivity matrix);
while any active elements do
if any active rows then
Randomly select the next active row; // from all active rows
Add a random active element to current round; // from the selected row
Deactivate added element and current row;
else
Increase to next round;
Activate any rows with active elements;
end
end
Algorithm 2: Construction of round table in a “random” order
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20), however, it is prohibitive to create an exhaustive list of round tables in order to find the
minimum rounds. Instead, a “random” sampling approach is adopted, in which the active rows
and elements from the connectivity matrix are selected randomly rather than sequentially. To
produce good sampling, the typical sampling size should be at least 10,000. Once the sampling
round tables are obtained, it is straightforward to find the minimum rounds by comparison. It
is noted that in this random sampling approach the obtained minimum number of rounds is not
guaranteed to be the theoretical optimal value, rather, it can only be regarded as the best among
the samples.
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Figure 11: Parallel performances on PRACE supercomputers: (a) 64 to 512 cores on HERMIT (strong scaling);
(b) 128 to 512 cores on CURIE (strong scaling); (c) 64 to 512 cores on CURIES (weak scaling).
Scalability test results are shown in Figures 11. In the context of high performance computing
there are two commonly used notions for scalability, namely the strong and weak scaling. The
strong scaling is defined as how the solution time varies with the number of processors for a fixed
total problem size (e.g. grid points), whereas the weak scaling defined as how the solution time
varies with the number of processors for a fixed problem size per processor.
For strong scalability, our mesh size is fixed at 20 million and the number of CPU cores varies.
The relative speedup for the strong scaling is defined as:
Sstr =
T20,ref
T20,par
(6)
where T20,par is the wall time spent for the speedup test and T20,ref the wall time for the reference
case. Subscript 20 indicates the problem size being fixed at 20 million. In the strong scaling test,
the reference case is run using 64 CPU cores. Two PRACE (Partnership For Advanced Computing
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in Europe) HPC systems are tested, HERMIT in Germany and CURIE (FN) in France. Both show
encouraging performances from the flow solver. They also suggest that there still are possibilities
for further improvement, especially on the CURIE (FN) system the margin between ideal and
actual is still large when more than 512 cores are used. The sampling approach for searching the
minimum rounds may also be further improved with a more sophisticated optimization algorithm.
In Figures 11a and b, there is considerable difference between the ideal and actual speedup.
This is a well known phenomenon in parallel CFD solvers. When the problem size (mesh size) is
fixed, the ratio of the inter-partition facet number to the interior element number increases as the
partition number increases. This means for each partition the communication overheads compared
to the numerical computation within each partition (or each CPU core) are growing too. As a
result, the actual strong scaling will gradually slow down and eventually flatten.
For the weak scalability, the mesh size is varying accordingly with the specified CPU cores.
The used mesh size is between 5 and 50 million cells. The relative speedup for the week scaling is
defined as:
Swk =
N × T5,ref
T5N,par
(7)
where the reference case has a mesh size of 5 million and is performed using 64 CPU cores. N is
the ratio of number cores used in the speedup test against 64. Notice the subscript denoting the
problem size increases proportionally to the number of CPU cores. The performance in Figure 11c
shows an excellent actual weak scalability, which is even slightly higher than “ideal”. (Note: since
the problem size is changing, it is possible that actual exceeds ideal).
It is also worth noting that although only marginal speedup gain is obtained in the present
study in devising a user specified scheduling at the solver source code level, the approach’s generic
nature means it is applicable to similar flow solvers and is anticipated to be further improved by
considering non-equal numbers of communication facets and the use of weighted graphs. Perhaps,
more importantly it entirely avoids the need for non-blocking message passing giving further code
robustness for large scale simulations.
5. Concluding remarks
This paper reports on successful computations of subsonic turbulent jets from a serrated nozzle
in relation to a baseline axisymmetric nozzle. The results show good agreement with measurement
data from a number of well documented experiments for the axisymmetric jet and the NASA Glen
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SHJAR experiments. The aim is to validate the numerical solution methods and hence to assess
the sensibility of the flow solver due to changes made to the nozzle geometry (serration). For the
baseline nozzle (SMC000), computed centerline mean velocities, spreading rate and Reynolds nor-
mal stress u′u′ are similar to those measured at different Mach and Reynolds numbers. Similarity
observed in incompressible jets is also evident in the current subsonic case. Second moments of
velocity profiles across the jet shear layer agree favorably with with the data by Panchapakesan and
Lumley. The computed two-point correlations without time delay on the centerline at x = 16D
indicates a well captured turbulent flow state as also presented in Bridges and Wernet’s experiment.
Jet characteristics have also been explored for the serrated nozzle (SMC006) at the same un-
heated, high subsonic flow conditions. In contrast to the baseline jet, a much shortened potential
core (circa 3.5 jet diameters) is captured from the numerical solution in excellent agreement with
NASA Glen’s SHJAR experiments. Also presented along the centerline is the normal Reynolds
stress u′u′. Despite the lack of smoothness to some extent, the profile peaks at the same loca-
tion and reaches the similar maximum level as the measurement. Notable differences are observed
along the centerline between two nozzles’ solutions, indicating the good sensibility of the numerical
methods and flow solver. The half-velocity jet width aimed to assess the jet spreading reveals that
chevron effects are more pronounced up to the end of the potential core, after which the jet spreads
more like an axisymmetric jet. The resolved two-point space-time cross correlations potentially
with high values for acoustic modeling resemble typical Gaussian profiles giving further credibil-
ity to the presented numerical solutions. The instantaneous near field is examined by means of
flow visualization. In particular, the vorticity contours comparison made for both jets reveal the
fundamentally different mechanisms of shear layer growth in the near nozzle area.
The study also presents the work on parallel flow solver development on an improved scalability
due to the incorporation of a user-level scheduling. Instead of letting the low-level MPI API
functions to organize message passing, the scheduling takes the full control of communications
sequence among different grid partitions and CPUs. This entirely removes the need for non-
blocking sending and receiving operations, and it does not need or rely on extra buffer memory for
non-blocking communications.
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Nomenclature
a Speed of sound
Bu Decaying slope constant
D Nozzle diameter at jet exit
d Wall distance
d˜ Modified wall distance
dc Starting distance of the mixed zone
F Flux vector
f(φ), g(φ) Functions of φ
n Outward normal unit vector
p Pressure
Q Conservative variables
Rij Two-point velocity correlation (i, j = 1, 2, 3)
r Radius
r0.5 Half-velocity jet width or radius
S Relative speedup
T Temperature; wall time
t Physical time
Uc Axial mean velocity on the jet centerline
Uj Axial mean velocity at the nozzle exit
u′, v′, w′ Velocity fluctuations in x, r, θ directions
u′rms Root-mean-square velocity fluctuation; Reynolds normal stress
v Velocity vector
x = (x, y, z) Cartesian coordinates
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Greek symbols
∆ Spatial separation
ǫ Small number
ǫ0 Laplacian coefficient
ǫ1 Damping coefficient
τ Time delay; pseudo time
θ Azimuthal angle
Ω Vorticity
Subscripts
ac Acoustic values
c On the jet centerline
∞ Ambient values
j At the jet exit
L Immediate left of the interface
R Immediate right of the interface
0 Jet virtual origin; Base point
Superscripts
+ Non-dimensional wall unit
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